SONOTON Trailer Tracks - STT - BREAKING NEW GROUND

Trailer Music is at the foundation of successful theatrical advertising. Its catalytic power transforms and inspires the creative art form. Sonoton’s mission is to re-imagine this artistic evolution.

We are thrilled to share with you the re-launch of our highly acclaimed and internationally successful STT – the Sonoton Trailer Tracks series. With a relentless focus on creativity, originality, content and authenticity, we have twisted, re-invented, explored and expanded the Trailer formula.

Our ever-expanding team of talented composers, producers, and musicians along with renowned orchestras from around the world constantly strive to create the best Trailer music.

Composer and producer Gregor F. Narholz is at the helm of our STT series, always making sure the highest standards are at the center of every new concept and collaboration.

One such recent collaboration, STT 040 - BLOCKBUSTER, combines the shining talents of Casey Stone, recording engineer at the legendary Abbey Road Studios, engineer David Santiago, The London Metropolitan Orchestra, The Bulgarian Studio Orchestra, and the multi-award winning mastering touches of Gavin Lurssen.

We continue to work at an unrelenting pace to bring you more relevant and up-to-date productions, ensuring each album receives the attention it deserves.

To help showcase the impact of these newest albums, the Sonoton visual arts department has created unique trailers and teaser videos. These impactful videos are available to you as links for your own customized and targeted promotional campaigns, to share on all your social media platforms.

LINKS TO THE VIDEOS

Abbey Road Teaser        Storybook (STT 36)        Crusaders (STT 39)
Crusaders Trailer        Supercollider (STT 37)    Game of Deception (STT 41)
Storybook Trailer        Experimental (STT 38)